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Abstract 
 
This work presents a data-base tribological coating model for many coatings, their 
properties, composition, and applications. By using this data base system any coating 
material and its properties can be investigated by making some queries by any user so 
that the search for any coating material needed for some application becomes easy 
which saving time and effort. The new data-base model gives flexibility for users to 
find suitable coatings for specific application. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
Tribology is the field of science and technology dealing with contacting surfaces in 
relative motion –which means that it deals with phenomena related to friction, wear 
and lubrication .Tribology played a central role in early technological evolution, even 
in ancient times .Reducing friction by using wheels made it possible for humans to 
move further and faster, and the lubrication of sleds made it possible to transport 
building blocks and raise large structures .Together with good tribological 
engineering knowledge, metal as a construction material and oil as a lubricant 
eventually smoothed the path for the modern industrial revolution, and allowed new  
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inventions like high strength and low friction bearings and gears that were key 
components in high power machinery. In modern industrialized societies there is a 
growing need to reduce or control friction and wear for several reasons, for example 
to extend the lifetime of machinery and bio-systems, to make engine sand devices 
more efficient, to develop new advanced products, to conserve scarce material 
resources, to save energy, and to improve safety.[1]. 
Historically these aims have been achieved by design changes, selecting improved 
bulk materials, or by utilizing lubrication techniques .Bulk material changes might 
involve applications with ceramics or polymers .The lubrication techniques would 
include the use of liquid lubricants such as mineral or synthetic oils or solid lubricants 
such as molybdenum disulphide. Recently, tribologists have made increasing use of 
another approach to friction and wear control –that is to utilize surface treatments and 
coatings .This has led to, and to some extent been fuelled by, the growth of a new 
discipline called surface engineering .This growth has been encouraged by two main 
factors .The first has been the development of new coating and treatment methods, 
which provide coating characteristics and tribo-chemical properties that were 
previously unachievable .The second reason for the growth in this subject area has 
been the recognition by engineers and materials scientists that the surface is the most 
important part in many engineering components .It is at the surface that most failures 
originate, either by wear, fatigue or corrosion .The surface has a dominant influence 
on lifetime cost and performance, including machinery maintainability. The surface 
may also have other functionally important attributes, not confined to mechanical or 
chemical properties, such as thermal, electronic, magnetic and optical characteristics 
that influence the choice of surface material .The retention of these physical surface 
properties is clearly essential throughout the life of the product .It is a further reason 
why surface durability enhancement by appropriate coating selection is critical to any 
product’s effectiveness, and therefore its saleability in the marketplace.[1,2]. 
 
Many researches discussed coatings and their properties and applications, Norman A. (2004), 
discussed the issue of Preventing or lessening the wear of mechanical components 
continues to be a much sought after goal of engineering and product development. 
Lessening wear that results from contact of two materials might be accomplished by 
changing one or both of the materials. However, in many instances this may not be 
not possible, because both materials must meet other requirements of strength, 
flexibility, or environmental resistance. In these cases, changing the surface 
properties of one or both materials may be the answer. This brief overview cannot 
attempt to present all the possible means of modifying a surface, such as annealing or 
ion implantation. One common and useful method of surface modification is 
deposition of a Tribological coating. The article didn't attempt to cover all possible 
tribological coatings, but a few selected examples of coatings deposited by physical  
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vapor deposition (PVD) techniques will illustrate the usefulness of this method for 
product development.[2]. 
Woydt M. (2000),  A numerical, tribological data collection system with 15,000 data 
records was developed to find materials for tribological operations. The database 
enables the user to search, retrieve and display information and data about the 
appropriate material couples in a fast and convenient way. The database is intended to 
be used by researchers, engineers, consultants and developers. All tribological 
characteristics of the listed materials are directly comparable; the data has been 
compiled and put into a standardized form, which covers the specific properties of 
nearly all tribometers used. The structure and the precisely defined formats may help 
guide future scientists and engineers to organize, archive and publish their 
tribological tests and results in a complete and comprehensive way.[3]. 
Sedlaček, M. et. al. (2004), they designed a database, in which data about mechanical 
and tribological properties of coatings and base materials, as well as test conditions 
were collected. Database is constructed in such a way that new data can be added 
easily. Practicability of the database was checked on pin on disc contact tests using 
different contact conditions. The main purpose of building the database was to 
examine the scientific and practical value of the numerous research results about 
DLC coatings and to find out in which extent these data are comparable with each 
other. Analysis of the database showed that it allows fast search and comparison 
between different research results.[4]. 
Yuriy K. et al.(2010), The main objectives of this study were the strategy and 
methodology for selecting the optimal surface treatment for a given tribological 
application. The classification of the main methods of the coating processes and the 
surface modification is given and the scheme of the development of the operation 
technology of the surface treatment and coating deposition is proposed. The main 
initial data are: the structure of tribological system (TrS); the individual properties of 
the TrS parts; the lubricant properties; the method of lubrication of the TrS parts; the 
properties of the surrounding environment; the external influences on the TrS; the 
technological limitations on the TrS parts treatment; and the managerial and 
economic limitations. The selection of the surface technology method includes the 
following steps: the preliminary analysis of the TrS part interaction; the development 
of models of friction and the wear process of the TrS parts; the choice of rational 
values of the parameters of the surface layers of the TrS parts; the choice of the 
rational composition and the structure parameters of the surface layers of the TrS 
parts; the choice of a rational technological route and the methods of the surface 
treatment of the TrS parts; the experimental examination of surface-strengthened 
materials and the TrS and the correction of the surface-treatment technology.[5]. 
Ramanathan, K. et. al. (2008), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and regression 
models (a mathematical model) were used to predict the volume percent 
incorporation of diamond in the Ni-diamond metal matrix. Also Volume fraction of  
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diamond deposition (Vfd) was taken as response variable (output variable) and 
current density, pH and temperature were taken as input variables. The prediction of 
response variable was obtained with the help of empirical relation between the 
response variable and input variables using ANN and also through DOE. The 
predicted values of the responses by ANN and regression models were compared 
with the experimental values and their closeness with the experimental values was 
determined.[6]. 
To meet the tribological requirements, the coated surface must possess a suitable 
combination of properties, for example in terms of hardness, elasticity, shear strength, 
fracture toughness, thermal expansion and adhesion. The properties required by the 
substrate and by the coating involve material strength and thermal attributes 
determined by their composition and microstructure as well as the porosity and 
homogeneity of the material .At the interface between them, the adhesion and shear 
strength of the junction is important .At the surface of the coating the chemical 
reactivity and the roughness must be considered in addition to the shear strength. The 
target of building the database system  in this project using Microsoft access is to 
make searching about required information and properties of coating process more 
easy where the tables in the database contains the following data: 
 

1- Film  :thin film from coating material  
2- Deposition method of coating 
3- Substrates   :sample part that we need coated . 
4- Thickness of film 
5- Roughness of film 
6- Hardness of film 
7- Material of counter- face  
8- Roughness of counter-face 

      9-Hardness of counter-face  
  
 

-RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: DATA BASE SYSTEM 
 
Table 4.1-4.9 show the coatings data sheet for different types and their properties.  
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Table 4.1 Tribology data sheet for coatings :Carbides 
 

 Table 4.2   Tribology data sheet for coatings :Diamond-like coatings 
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Table 4.3   Tribology data sheet for coatings :Polymers and elastomers 
 

 
 

Table 4.3   Tribology data sheet for coatings :Polymers and elastomers 
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Table 4.4   Tribology data sheet for coatings: Diamond and diamond coatings 
 

 
 

Table 4.5   Tribology data sheet for coatings :Molybdenum disulphide 
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Table 4.6   Tribology data sheet for coatings :Nitrides )- LTiN excluded 
 

 
 

Table 4.7   Tribology data sheet for coatings :Oxides and borides 
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Table 4.8   Tribology data sheet for coatings :Soft metals 
 

 
 

Table 4.9 Tribology data sheet for coatings :Titanium nitride coatings 
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By using last data-base tables one can search about any coating material easily and 
making any query then choose the suitable coating for the application required.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS  

 
Importance of coating appears in reducing wear and corrosion of surfaces for 
different materials and metals using suitable coatings appropriate for the applications 
is very difficult to be applied, this data-base model offer an easy, quick, and flexible 
way to choose the suitable coating for the required application.  
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